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A new proof for the decidability of D0L ultimate periodicity
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We give a new proof for the decidability of the D0L ultimate periodicity problem based on the
decidability ofp-periodicity of morphic words adapted to the approach of Harju and Linna.

1 Introduction

L systems were originally introduced by A. Lindenmayer to model the development of simple filamen-
tous organisms [6, 7]. The challenging and fruitful study ofthese systems in the 70s and 80s created many
new results and notions [9]. In this paper we consider the important problem of recognizing ultimately
periodic D0L sequences.

Let A be a finite alphabet and denote the empty word byε . A D0L systemis a pair(h,u), where
h: A ∗ →A ∗ is a morphism andu is a finite word overA . Thelanguageof the D0L system isL(h,u) =
{hi(u) | i ≥ 0} and thelimit set lim L(h,u) consists of all infinite wordsw such that for alln there is
a prefix ofw longer thann belonging toL(h,u). Clearly, if the limit set is non-empty, then one can
effectively find integersp andq such thathp(u) is a proper prefix ofhp+q(u) and

lim L(h,u) =
q−1
⋃

i=0

lim L(hq,hp+i(u)),

where| lim L(hq,hp+i(u))| = 1. Hence, we may restrict to D0L systems(h,u) whereh is prolongable on
u, i.e.,h(u) = uy andhn(y) 6= ε for all integersn≥ 0. In this case,hn(u) is a prefix ofhn+1(u) and the
limit is the following fixed point ofh:

hω(u) = lim
n→∞

hn(u) = uyh(y)h2(y) · · · .

An infinite word x is ultimately periodic if it is of the formx = uvω = uvvv· · · , whereu andv are
finite words. The length|u| is a preperiodand the length|v| is a period of x. An infinite word x is
ultimately p-periodicif |v|= p. The smallest period ofx is calledthe periodof x.

Now we are ready to formulate theD0L ultimate periodicity problem: Given a morphism h pro-
longable on u, decide whether hω(u) is ultimately periodic.Note that in this problem we may assume
that u is a letter. Indeed, ifh(u) = uy, then instead of(h,u) we may consider(h′,a) wherea 6∈ A and
h′ : (A ∪{a})∗ → (A ∪{a})∗ whereh′(a) = ay andh′(b) = h(b) for everyb∈ A . The limit hω(u) is
ultimately periodic if and only ifh′ω(a) is.

The decidability of the ultimate periodicity question for D0L sequences was proven by T. Harju and
M. Linna [4] and, independently, by J.-J. Pansiot [8]; see also a more recent proof of J. Honkala [5]. In
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the binary case the problem was effectively solved by Séébold [10]. Here we show how the proof of [4]
can be simplified using a recent result concerning the decidability of the p-periodicity problem.

Before giving the proof, we introduce the following notation. Given a morphismh: A ∗ → A ∗, we
call a letterb ∈ A finite if {hn(b) | n≥ 0} is a finite set. Otherwise,b is an infinite letter. Moreover,
we say that a letterb is recurrent in hω(a) if it occurs infinitely often inhω(a). For a given morphismh
prolongable ona and for an infinite wordhω(a), denote the set of finite letters byAF , the set on infinite
letters byAI and the set of recurrent letters byAR. Also, denote byA1 the subset ofA which consists
of the infinite letters occurring infinitely many times inhω(a), i.e.,A1 = AI ∩AR.

Let us shortly describe how the setsAF , AI andAR can be constructed. Note that ifb is a mortal
letter, i.e.,hn(b) = ε for somen≥ 1, thenh|A |(b) = ε . Denoteĥ= h|A | and denote the set of the mortal
letters byM . Note also thatb is a finite letter if and only if there exists a wordu∈ {hn(b) | n≥ 0} such
thatu= hp(u) for somep≥ 1. Clearly,{ĥn(b) | n≥ 0} is finite if and only if{hn(b) | n≥ 0} is finite.
Hence, by replacingh with ĥ we may assume thath(b) = ε if b∈M . Moreover, letB = A \M and let
g: B∗ → B∗ be a morphism defined byg(b) = µh(b), where

µ(b) =
{

ε , if b∈ M ,
b, otherwise.

Now g is non-erasing, andb ∈ AF if and only if {gn(b) | n ≥ 0} is finite. Namely, for anyn ≥ 0, we
know by the definition ofg that the wordhn(b) can be obtained by inserting a finite number of mortal
letters togn(b). The set{gn(b) | n≥ 0} is finite if and only if for somen all letters ingn(b) belong to
U1 = {b∈ B | gi(b) ∈ B for everyi ≥ 0}. If Ui = {b∈ B | g(b) ∈U∗

i−1}, thenUi−1 ⊆Ui and

AF \M =
∞⋃

i=1

Ui =U|A |.

Hence, we can effectively calculateAF andAI = A \AF . In order to find the recursive letters, we
construct a graphG where the set of vertices isA and there is an edge fromb to c if c occurs in the
imageh(b). Let h(a) = ax. If there are infinitely many paths from a letter inx to the letterb, thenb
occurs infinitely many times inhω(a).

2 Decidability of the p-periodicity problem

Let p ≥ 1, and letx = (xn)n≥0 be an infinite word overA = {a1, . . . ,ad}. For 0≤ k ≤ p− 1, we say
that the letters occurring infinitely many times in positions xn, wheren≡ k (mod p), form thek-set of x
modulo p. It was shown in [3] that thesek-sets can be effectively constructed forx= hω(u), whereh is
prolongable on the wordu. This is based on the fact that there exist integersr andq such that

|hr(b)| ≡ |hr+q(b)| (mod p) (1)

for every letterb∈ A . The incidence matrix ofh is the matrixM = (mi, j)1≤i, j≤d wheremi, j denotes the
number of occurrences ofai in h(a j ). The sequence of matricesMn mod p, where the entries are the
residues modulop, must be ultimately periodic. Since|hn(a j)| (mod p) is the sum of the elements in
the jth column ofMn, we conclude that the sequence(|hn(a j)|)n≥0 (mod p) is ultimately periodic for
everya j ∈ A and (1) follows.

In order to find thek-sets ofx modulo p we construct a directed graphGh = (V,E) where the set of
verticesV is {(a, i) | a∈ A , 0≤ i < p} and there is an edge from(c, i) to (d, j) if, for someb in x, the
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x0 · · ·xl−1b
· · ·

y1 · · ·ym−1 c ym+1 · · ·yn · · · · · · · · ·
d

hr+q(x0 · · ·xl−1)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

hr+q(b)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︸ ︷︷ ︸

hq(y1 · · ·ym−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hr(x0 · · ·xl−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hr(b)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hq(c)

Figure 1: Imageshr(b) andhr+q(b).

letter c occurs in the imagehr(b) at position congruent toi (mod p) in x, and the letterd occurs in the
imagehq(c) at position congruent toj (mod p) in x; see Figure 1.

It is possible to construct such a graph by calculating the imageshr(b) andhr+q(b) for everyb∈ A .
Namely, ifb= xl andc is themth letter ofhr(b) = y1 · · ·yn andd is them′th letter ofhq(c), then we have

i ≡ |hr(x0 · · ·xl−1)|+m−1 (mod p), (2)

j ≡ |hr+q(x0 · · ·xl−1)|+ |hq(y1 · · ·ym−1)|+m′−1 (mod p). (3)

By (1), we have|hr+q(x0 · · ·xl−1)| ≡ |hr(x0 · · ·xl−1)| (mod p), which together with (2) and (3) implies

j ≡ |hq(y1 · · ·ym−1)|+ i +m′−m (mod p).

We say that a vertex(c, i) ∈V is aninitial vertex if there exists a letterb= xl such that 0≤ l < |hr(a)|, c
is themth letter ofhr(b) andi satisfies (2). A vertex(c,k) is calledrecurrentif there exist infinitely many
paths starting from some initial vertex and ending in(c,k). By construction, this means thatc belongs to
thek set ofx modulop.

Given a codingg and a morphismh: A ∗ → A ∗ prolongable ona, it is easy to see that the morphic
word g(hω(a)) is ultimately p-periodic if and only ifg(b) = g(c) for all pairs of letters(b,c) such
that b andc belong to the samek-set ofhω(a) modulo p. Since thek-sets ofhω(a) can be effectively
constructed, we have the following result proved in [3].

Theorem 1. Given a positive integer p, it is decidable whether a morphicword g(hω (a)) is ultimately
p-periodic.

3 Decidability of the D0L ultimate periodicity problem

Before the decidability proof, we give the following resultproved in [1, 2]; see also [5].

Theorem 2. Let h: A ∗ → A ∗ be a morphism and u,v∈ A ∗. If there is a positive integer n such that
hn(u) = hn(v), then h|A |(u) = h|A |(v).

This theorem can be proved by induction on the size of the alphabet and the induction step is based
on elementary morphisms. A morphismh: A ∗ → A ∗ is calledelementaryif there do not exist an
alphabetB smaller thanA and two morphismsf : A ∗ → B∗ and g: B∗ → A ∗ such thath = g f .
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Since elementary morphisms are injective, the claim is clear if h is elementary. Now assume thath= g f
as above. Thenhn(u) = hn(v) implies that( f g)n f (u) = ( f g)n f (v) and, by induction,( f g)|B| f (u) =
( f g)|B| f (v). This proves the claim, since(g f)|B|+1(u) = (g f)|B|+1(v) and|A | ≥ |B|+1.

Using Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 and following the guidelines in[4] we give a new proof for the
decidability of the D0L ultimate periodicity problem. The difference between the original proof of
Harju and Linna and this proof is that we employ a new method obtained fromp-periodicity as stated in
Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. The ultimate periodicity problem is decidable for D0L sequences.

Proof. As explained above, it suffices to show that we can decide whetherhω(a) is ultimately periodic
for a given morphismh: A ∗ → A ∗ prolongable ona. Without loss of generality, we assume that every
letter ofA really occurs inhω(a). Otherwise, we could consider a restriction ofh. Recall also thatA1

is the subset ofA which consists of the infinite letters occurring infinitely many times inhω(a).
If A1 = /0, then the sequence is ultimately periodic. Namely, ifh(a) = ay andy contains infinite

letters, then every imagehn(y) contains infinite letters and there must be at least one infinite letter occur-
ring infinitely many times inhω(a) = ayh(y)h2(y) · · · , which means thatA1 6= /0. Therefore, there is only
one infinite letter and it is the lettera occurring once in the beginning of the word. Hence,h(a) = ay
wherey consists of finite letters. Then there must be integersn and p such thathn+p(y) = hn(y). Thus
|hn(y)hn+1(y) · · ·hn+p−1(y)| is a period ofhω(a).

Assume now thatb∈ A1. We may write

hω(a) = u0bu1bu2 · · · ,

whereui ∈ (A \{b})∗. If the setU = {ui | i ≥ 0} is infinite thenhω(a) cannot be ultimately periodic.
Note that if there exists ac ∈ AI such that the letterb does not occur in anyhi(c), thenU is infinite.
This property is clearly decidable since if a letter occurs in hi(c) for somei, then it occurs in the image
for i ≤ |A |. Hence, we may assume that for each infinite letterc the letterb occurs inhi(c) for some
i ≤ |A |.

Next we show that we may decide ifU is infinite or not. First assume thatU is infinite. Then there are
arbitrarily long words inU . Since each infinite letter fromhω(a) produces an occurrence ofb in at most
|A | steps, there must be arbitrarily long words fromAF in U . This is possible only if for somec∈ AI

and integers≤ |A | we havehs(c) = v1cv2, where fori = 1 or i = 2 we havevi ∈ A
+

F andhn(vi) 6= ε for
everyn≥ 0. This is a property that we can effectively check. Note thatif hn(vi) = ε for somen≥ 0, then
h|A |(vi) = ε . On the other hand, if there existsc∈AI satisfying the above conditions, the setU is clearly
infinite. Hence, the finiteness ofU can be verified and the finite setU can be effectively constructed.

Now assume thathω(a) is ultimately periodic, i.e.,hω(a) = uvω , wherev is primitive. Consider a
subsetU ′ of U containing the elementsui occurring infinitely many times inhω(a). Sinceb is in AI ,
there exists an integerN such that|hn(b)| ≥ |v| for everyn≥ N. Hence, letn≥ N. Sincebui with ui ∈U ′

occurs in the periodic part of the sequence, we conclude thathn(bui) ∈ wnA
∗, wherewn is a conjugate

of v. Moreover, by the primitivity ofv andwn, we have

hn(bui) ∈ w∗
n for all ui ∈U ′. (4)

Namely, assume thathn(bui) = wt
nw′, wheret is some positive integer andw′ is a proper prefix ofwn,

i.e.,w′ is non-empty andw′ 6= wn. Thenhn(buib) ∈ wt
nw′wnA

∗ is a prefix ofwω
n , which implies that the

word wn occurring afterw′ occurs insidew2
n. Sincewn is primitive, this is impossible.
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Take now any two wordsui andu j ∈U ′. By (4), we conclude that there existsmsuch thathℓ(buibuj)=
hℓ(buj bui) for all ℓ≥ m. Moreover, by Theorem 2, we know that we may choosem= |A |. Note that if
the above does not hold for someui andu j in U ′, thenhω(a) cannot be ultimately periodic. Hence, let
m= |A | and

hm(buibuj ) = hm(buj bui),

for everyui ,u j ∈ U ′. Then the wordshm(bui) andhm(buj) commute and by transitivity we can find a
primitive wordzsuch that

hℓ(bui) ∈ z∗ for all ui ∈U ′, ℓ≥ m.

This implies thathω(a) is ultimately|z|-periodic. Since we can test the ultimate|z|-periodicity ofhω(a)
by Theorem 1, the ultimate periodicity problem ofhω(a) is decidable.
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